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An Eye Towards the Future

As phased reopening plans roll out, we’re all a bit timid on what the new normal after
the new normal really looks like. As many industries adjust to this transitional time,
this month we’re taking a look into the future and planning for a brighter day. That
day could be next week, next month, or next year but we’re hopeful to envision a
future of opportunities born out of the recent challenges.

💪 Featured work —
When we daydream of getting back to
normal, travel is pretty far up the list of
things we’re looking forward to in the
future. TravelBirds helps travelers
connect and plan amazing adventures
together by gamifying travel planning.
Check out their recently launched
mobile app (that we built for them) that
helps you plan your next adventure.

View Travel Birds Case Study →

The more you know —

⭐️

https://mailchi.mp/af3b7e46234c/hello-world-3948541
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It’s Time to Build →

A call to build a better future out of the current
pandemic.
Marc Andreessen, Andreessen Horowitz

Using Your Website to
Communicate in Crisis
Situations →

Having site flexibility will be important now and
moving forward.

The Robot Revolution (Of
Crop Picking) Is Here →

A robotic solution could provide a future, safer
alternative.

Content Syncing to Ease
Code Reviews and
Deployments →

For improving your deployments and code reviews in
the future.

Alex Manzo, Savas Labs

Stephen Gossett, BuiltIn

Dan Murphy, Savas Labs

📣 Client shoutout —
We'd like to give a shout out to Duke
Global Health Institute. The institute
brings together knowledge and
resources from across the university to
address important global health issues
and they've been busy covering the
pandemic. Recently we partnered with
their team to redesign
globalhealth.duke.edu.

View the DGHI Case Study →

🎉 And now, a GIF —

https://mailchi.mp/af3b7e46234c/hello-world-3948541
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All this future and travel talk has us day dreaming about a beach vacation!

😀 Meet the team —
Meet Drew Glover. Originally from
Asheville, Drew is a racing aficionado
(both virtual and real life) that enjoys all
things design (especially soccer shirts).
When he's not whipping up beautiful
digital interfaces for us he's taking care
of his big orange cat James. Wanna
work with Drew?

View Open Positions →

Thanks for reading! Tuning in to the SpaceX launch? Let us know on Twitter!
Website→

https://mailchi.mp/af3b7e46234c/hello-world-3948541

Twitter→

Linkedin→

Github→

Instagram→
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We design and build digital products.
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